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Abstract. Paper investigates performance of generalized relaxation iterative algorithm (GRIA) of GMDH via 
numerical experiments. Performance of GRIA coordinates with its theoretical estimations of computational complexity. 
GRIA performance is several orders of magnitude higher than its prototype depending on initial matrix dimensionality 
as shown with the use of numerical experiments. That makes it applicable for solving real-world problems that are 
described by huge data dimensionality. 
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1 Introduction 

Modeling is a basic instrument for increasing of decision-making effectiveness. Forecasting, approximating and 
classifying models as a rule are built basing on experimental data set. Effective method for building such models, under 
conditions of uncertainty of object structure and noise statistical characteristics, is group method of data handling 
(GMDH) [1, 2]. So far this method has been used for solving modeling problems with small sample size (up to 3000 
records and 1000 inputs) but nowadays we find in increasing frequency modeling problems that are described by 
matrices comprising hundreds of thousands of records. Generalized relaxation iterative algorithm (GRIA) [3, 4] was 
suggested for such problems solving. It was developed on a base of multilayered algorithm with generalized 
orthogonalized factors (MAGOF) [5]. This paper devoted to numerical investigations of GRIA performance. 

2 Problem statement 

A model is ),( fXf Θ


 vector-function (further function) of X matrix argument, where fΘ


 is an estimation of Θf 
unknown parameters vector. Column-vectors of X matrix are named as model arguments and elements of Θf vector – 
model parameters. Model structure is ),( fXf Θ  function that is given accurate within Θf parameters. Models structures 
class is a Kkk k ,1)},({ =Θ=Ψ fXf  set. Let us state GMDH problem statement. 

Let us given a )( yXW =  matrix of xi, mi ,1=  input variables measurements, mnW ×=Xdim  and y output 
variable measurements, 1dim ×= Wny . Modeled object output y  is measured with additional ξ noncorrelated noise: 

ξ+= yy  . Distribution function of ξ and its parameters are unknown. Models structures class Ψ is also given and is 
described by all possible polynomials in a form of: 
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It is needed to find a ),( ,
**

ff Xfy AΘ=


  model while solving of K continuous optimization tasks of searching of 

f,AΘ


, ∀ f ∈ Ψ  parameters vector optimal values using method of least squares: 
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and solving a discrete optimization task of best model selection: 
|),(|minarg),( ,,

**
, f

f
ff XfyXfy ABBABB Θ−=Θ=
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using regularity criterion, where |v| denotes calculation of v vector length, 1dim , ×=Θ ff sA


. In order to calculate 
regularity criterion initial W matrix is divided into two matrices: WA and WB.  
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W , mnAA ×=Wdim , mnBB ×=Wdim . 

Matrix WA is called a training matrix and WB – a validation matrix. 

3 Problem solution 

Computational complexity of algorithms for model-competitor parameters estimation and calculation of 
|),(| ,ff Xfy AAARSS Θ−=



 residual sum of squares criterion, and |),(| ,, ff Xy ABBB fAR Θ−=


 regularity criterion 
in GRIA do not depend on nW records number. Recurrent algorithms for model-competitor parameters estimation and 
calculation of selection criteria of RSSf and ARB,f allow increasing GRIA speed by an order due to linear computational 
complexity of model-competitor building algorithm instead of quadratic one in well-known iterative algorithms [3]. 

To achieve the model-competitor building algorithm (stage) independence from records number in GRIA, model 
building process is divided into to stages: 1) A

T
A WW , B

T
B WW  matrices calculation stage; 2) iteration stage, where the 

model-competitor building process is carried out using only elements of matrices calculated on the first stage. If the first 
stage depends on nW parameter, the second one, where solution-competitors generation and selection of the best one are 
realized, do not depend on records number. The idea about this division is not a new one. It was suggested in 
combinatorial algorithms [2]. But it has been successfully utilized in the class of relaxation iterative algorithms of 
GMDH for the first time [3]. 

This “break-through” became possible due to full usage of RAM of present-day computers. In fact, in the beginning 
when in 1968 A.G. Ivakhnenko suggested the first multilayered iterative algorithm, GMDH positioned as a method for 
solving modeling problems with small samples and capable to build complex enough models. Personal computers at 
that time (70-80-th years) had rather limited size of RAM thus a principle for algorithm construction was: less memory, 
more computing. Later on interest to iterative GMDH algorithms enhancement had been lost because of some reasons. 
Thus known implementations of iterative algorithms do not in full use RAM of up-to-date computers, so that larger part 
of RAM remains free. While developing algorithms in [3] authors proceeded from an opposite principle: more memory, 
less computation. Developed algorithms completely use modern computers RAM, make possible solving modeling 
problems with high dimensionality, and in several orders increase speed of known relaxation iterative GMDH 
algorithm, depending on input matrix dimensionality. 

The second important factor of iterative algorithms speed increasing was applying of recurrent computations. Linear 
computational complexity of recurrent models-competitors building algorithms [3] is granted owing to only vectors and 
scalars handling. This complexity is not less then quadratic one, depending on parameters quantity, in well-known 
combinatorial algorithms that use recurrent computations also [2, 6].  

Computational complexity (number of elementary operations of multiplying and divisions) of model-competitor 
calculation on r-th iteration of GRIA is illustrated in table 1. The regularity criterion was chosen as a selection criterion 
when performed calculations of the formulae in table 1. 

Table 1. Developed algorithms computational complexity 

 
Nonrecurrent algorithm r2 + 6r + 14 

Recurrent algorithm 
Modification 1 4r + 33 
Modification 2 3r + 29 

 

There are two generators of model structures that are nonlinear by arguments in GRIA architecture: one realizes a 
directed search on each iteration, another – exhaustive search on every iteration (layer). Let us denote a variation of 
GRIA that uses models structure generator realizing directed search as RIA DS. This GRIA variation is analogous to 
MAGOF in case of linear models building. 

The paper describes two experiments: 1) conformity verification of algorithm implementation running time and its 
theoretical formulae of computational complexity of model-competitor calculation on iteration (see table 1); 2) 
performance comparison of RIA DS and its prototype – MAGOF. 
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4 The methodology of experiments 
Conformity verification of algorithm implementation and theoretical formulae 

It is important to ensure that algorithm implementation corresponds with its theoretical formula of computational 
complexity before applying it to real-world problem solution. Methodology of numerical experiment to verify this 
consist of such steps: 

1) set a model: ∑
=

=
s

i
ii xy

1
θ ;  

2) generate X matrix of хi, mi ,1=  input vectors; 
3) calculate y output vector using X matrix generated and the model set; 
4) set algorithm parameters: R is a maximal algorithm iterations number, F choice freedom, nA training sample 

length and nB validation sample length. 
5) set created W matrix as an input of algorithm of GMDH; 
6) run an algorithm of GMDH and measure time taken to calculate model-competitor on each iteration. 

Performance comparison of RIA DS and MAGOF 

The aim of experiment is to find out how much faster is RIA DS compared to MAGOF in case of linear models 
building. In order to do this both of the algorithms in experiment should use the same Wi input matrices of various 
dimensionality: WiW Nn ∈ , Mm∈ . Methodology of this experiment is analogous to previous except of last step where 
should be measured the running time of the GMDH algorithm as a whole and time of its model-competitors building 
stage. 

5 Results 
Conformity verification of algorithm implementation and theoretical formulae 

Parameters of an input matrix generation algorithm were: nB = 77, nA = 133, s = 30, m = 500. Models structures 
generator realizing exhaustive search on each iteration has been chosen in GRIA; denote this variation of GRIA as 
GRIA ES. Parameters of GRIA ES were: F = 50000, R = 30. Investigation has been carried out using Core i3 M 350 
2.27Hz processor and 3 Gb of RAM. Results are presented on the figures 1 and 2.  

 
 

Fig. 1. Nonrecurrent algorithm conformity 
verification. 

Fig. 2. Recurrent algorithms conformity verification. 

As one can see, graphics characters for theoretical formulae and experimental measurements are coincide, i.e. 
calculation time (computation complexity) depends: nonlinearly (quadratically) on iteration number – which is 
arguments number in model-competitor in our case – in nonrecurrent algorithm (fig. 1); linearly on iteration number in 
recurrent algorithms (fig. 2). 

Performance comparison of RIA DS and MAGOF 

The second modification of recurrent model-competitors building algorithm has been chosen in GRIA in this 
experiment. Dimensionalities of the W initial matrix were: NW = {10, 25, 50, 100, 250, 500, 103, 2500, 5⋅103, 104, 
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25⋅103, 50⋅103, 105, 25⋅104, 5⋅106}, M = {102, 103, 104}; arguments number in given model equaled to s = 0.05m; 
maximal iterations umber was R = 3s. The last relation was obtained experimentally [7]: iterations number that is 
necessary for algorithm convergence to a given model equals to treble amount of the model arguments if the arguments 
are uncorrelated or weakly correlated. Results are illustrated on the figure 3. 

 
Fig. 3. Performance comparison of RIA DS and MAGOF: RIA DS–  – running time of model-competitors building 

stage of RIA DS. 

As the figure 3 indicates RIA DS is faster then MAGOF in: 
− hundred times when arguments number m = 102; 
− thousand times when m = 103; 
− several orders when m = 104. In this case RIA DS running time stays almost constant so long as time to 

calculate A
T
A WW , B

T
B WW  matrices is several orders of magnitude less than time it takes to perform model-

competitors building stage. Built best models both of the algorithms were the same, the difference was only in the 
algorithms running time. 

The RIA DS model-competitors building stage do not depend on records number as shown on the figure 3. 

6 Conclusion 
From numerical experiments carried out can be concluded that GRIA speed: 

− coordinates with its computational complexity theoretical estimations; 
− is several orders higher then well-known prototype speed, and makes it applicable for solving real-world 

problems that are described by input matrices having hundreds of thousands records and thousand inputs. 
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